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Alexei Remizov Albums and Supplementary Materials 
 

Description 
 
Chronology 
1877  24 June/6 July   Alexei Remizov born in Moscow 
 
1894      graduated from secondary school and 

entered Moscow University 
 
1896  18 November   arrested at a student demonstration and 

permanently expelled from the University 
 
1897      exiled to Penza 
 
1898      arrested and imprisoned in Penza for 

political work among railroad workers 
 
1900      exiled to Ust'-Sysol'sk 
 
1901      arranged for a transfer to Vologda where he 

met Berdiaev, Savinkov, Lunacharskii, and 
his future wife, Serafima Dovgello 

 
1902      first publication in the Moscow newspaper 

Kurier 
 
1903  June    end of exile; marriage 
 
1904      daughter Natasha born 
 
1905      worked at the editorial offices of Voprosy 

Zhizni, met leading Symbolist writers and 
artists (Aleksandr Blok, Andrei Bely, Vasilii 
Rozanov, Konstantin Somov and others) 

 
1907      publication of Posolon' (Sunwise) 
 
1908      Prud (The Pond) and Chasy (The Clock) 

published 
 
1910-1912     publication of Complete Works in eight 

volumes 
 
1918-1921     worked at the Theatrical Section of the 

Commissariat of Education 
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1919   February  arrested in Petrograd and briefly detained 

together with A. Blok, R. Ivanov-Razumnik 
and other writers 

 
1921   August               left Russia for the West with his wife 

Serafima Remizova-Dovgello 
 
1922-1923     lived in Berlin, contributed to different 

emigre periodicals 
  
1923   November  left Berlin for Paris 
 
1927      publication of Vzvikhrennaia Rus (Russia in 

a Whirlwind) and Olia 
 
1929      Po Karnizam and Tri serpa, I 
 
1930      Tri serpa, II, Posolon' (3rd edition)  
 
1931      Obraz Nikolaja Chudotvortsa  
 
1932      Zvezda nadzvezdnaia 
 
1941-1944     remained in Paris during World War II and 

the occupation, took care of his ailing wife 
 

13 May 1943            Serafima Remizova-Dovgello died in Paris 
 
    30 October 1943        daughter Natasha died in Kiev 
 
1949      Pliashuschii demon published 
 
1950-1957     publications by Opleshnik, a private 

publishing enterprise organized and 
managed by his friends with the purpose of 
publishing the works of Remizov 

 
1951      Podstrizhennymi glazami (With Clipped 

Eyes) published 
 
1952      V rozovom bleske published 
 
1957      celebration of his 80th birthday 
 
26 November                                                 died in Paris 
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Scope and content notes 
 
 There are 70 art works in the collection, plus 19 albums containing approximately 
80 works, a number of other samples of calligraphy and handwriting, mementos and 
photos. 
 
From “The writer as artist” By Greta Slobin 
 

The Thomas P. Whitney Collection offers a representative sample of Remizov’s 
graphic art, preserved in albums and drawings dating from 1921 in Berlin through the late 
forties in Paris. It includes the following remizovian genres: hand illustrated and 
handwritten books; portraits of contemporaries from the album “Theatre”; works he 
called “non-figurative” (“bespredmetnye”); line drawings of the characters from his tales; 
charters (“gramoty”) given to members of the Great Free Order of the Apes; samples of 
different styles of calligraphy, including glagolitic lettering, book inscriptions, letters 
with drawings.  
 Although each album is unique, copies of some drawings appear in more than one 
album (the “Kourinas” creature in the album of that name and in “Wolf-Omnivore” 
(“Volk-Samoglot”), the M. Slonimsky portrait from the “Music Teacher” (“Uchitel’ 
muzyki”) series and in the “Theatre” album). This parallels Remizov’s habit of printing 
variant versions of texts in various collections. The drawings were all done on paper, 
using India ink, sometimes with colored ink and pencils, or watercolors. Even when the 
drawings tend towards abstraction, as in “The Hare,” or when they are extremely stylized, 
they retain figurative value. The exception are the non-figurative geometric collages 
which he called “constructions.” Remizov’s favorite method of composition throughout 
is that of collage, a technique of gluing superimposed multiple layers of paper, with 
frames or borders defining each drawing and the drawing itself. 
 In the context of the avant-garde, the deliberate play with frames draws attention 
to the material and the status of the work as an art object. Similar emphasis is obtained 
through self- reference, such as the already mentioned use of repeated versions of a 
drawing, recurrent self-portraits, and the prominent signatures. The portrait may be hand-
drawn or mechanically reproduced, with hand-drawn frame, to create a “unique” object 
as in “Urs.” It may also appear as a small detail-signature as in the right hand corner of 
“The Silver Chalice,” from the album “The Sun and the Moon” (“Solntse i mesiats”). The 
covers of the albums are usually made of plain stock paper, or brown wrapping paper 
(“Theatre”), not unlike that of the futurist books. The paper provides a striking contrast to 
the ornamental quality of the album contents. 
 Remizov’s art displays a remarkable range of styles reminiscent of the artistic 
currents of his formative years, including early Scandinavian and German expressionists 
like Munch and Nolde; Art Nouveau ornament and Jugendstil woodcuts; the Blaue Reiter 
style of early Kandinsky. Hence his predilection for fantastic, distorted, fragmented and 
non-figurative images, as well as for the folk motif and ornamentation. Remizov was 
clearly concerned with the importance of the line and with its special role “not only as an 
ornament, or as a necessary constructive element,” but also “as the expression, as graphic 
sign, as gesture of a thought or feeling…” Remizov’s comment on the source of color in 
his geometric abstractions as stemming from an early memory of his nanny’s quilt was 
strikingly close to Kandinsky’s Reminiscences.  
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History of the Collection 
 
 
 The collection was put together by Thomas Whitney separately from the Remizov 
Archive proper. Whitney collected the art materials at various times and from various 
sources, mostly in Paris. According to Mr. Whitney, “Most of the drawings, collages, and 
paintings in it were illustrations of Remizov’s own stories or special themes or folk tales. 
Many were included in his manuscript, calligraphic ‘albums’ which he sold to his friends 
in Paris. They are remarkable creations of the imagination.” 

It was given to Amherst College in December, 2000, and transferred to the 
Amherst Center for Russian Culture in March, 2001. 
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Alexei Remizov Albums and Supplementary Materials 
 
Box No. 1 
   
Folder No. Dates Description 
1 1929, 1934 Album "Urs"; original plus photos. Text handwritten in Paris in 

1929, 3 illustrations and one photo of Remizov from 1934, 11 
pages. From a collection of legends of St. Nicholas in Tri 
Serpa. Includes signature. 

2 21 June 1935 Album "Croquemitaine"; original plus photos. Including 13 
negatives, Paris. 13 pages of photocopies. 

3 1935 Album "Sun and Moon," ("Solntse i mesiats"); original plus 
photos. Buryatskie i yakutskie sazania. Text + 10 illustrations 
done by the author, Paris. Includes 19 pages of photocopies of 
the text and illustrations. 

4  Sketchbook for "Buovo d'Antona" (Bova Korolevich), 
Opleshnik. It includes: 20 negative-plates, Manuscript in 
hardback, 20 pages of photocopies. 

5 1921-1932 Album "Teatr" - negatives and color photos. Calligraphed 
introduction, self-portrait, 1927 collage "Anna Pavlova," 1931 
collage "Chaliapin," 1929 collage "Chaliapin in 'Don Quixote',"  
1925 collage "Meyerhold," 1922 collage "Evreinov," 1921 
collage "Mikhail Chekhov," 1922 collage "Khmara," 1931 
collage "Nikolai Slonimsky," 1921 drawing "Arkhangelsky," 
1931 drawing "Nabokov," 1922 drawing "Benois," drawing 
"Levinson," 1930 collage "Makovsky," collage "Schletzer," 1928 
collage "Kashuk," 1926 collage "Korovin," collage "Baliev," 
1932 collage "Basil," 1930 collage "Canon des Gobelins," 1931 
collage "Teatr M. Chekhova."  

6 1937 Book "Trotinette. L'avanture [sic] de deux souris" -original, 
black/white and color transparencies. 1" album. Small cloth 
book with drawings on it. 8 drawings, 15 pages of text in 
French, 52 pages of photos of the text and illustrations.  

7 1 July 1940 Scrapbook manuscript "Moi Sny" ("My Dreams"), "Sny 
Literaturnye iz Knigi 'Bedovaya Dolya'", Text with clippings. 
Collage back and front covers is framed in gallery. From book 
Bedovaya Dolya, Paris. 17 pages of newspaper clippings and 
page of photo of the cover, drawn by the author. 

8 1935 Album "Zaiats" from "Tibetskie Skazki" original manuscript. 
Handwritten 6 pages of text plus 2 pages of illustrations. Paris. 
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9  Envelope of black/white photos  

10  Envelope of unsorted prints and transparencies 

   
   
Alexei Remizov Albums and Supplementary Materials 
 
Box No. 2 
   
Folder No. Dates Description 
1 November 1932 "Kourinas," tale copied by the author from his book The Clock, 

originally published in English (London, 1924). Handwritten and 
illustrated by the author, Paris. (6 pages). Five pages of title, 
text in English. 

2 20 March 1934 "Snezhok," Posolon'. Including 2 negative-plates, 7 pages of 
text and manuscipts and photos. Incomplete. Paris. 

3 November 1934 "Za Spekuliatsiyu," (11 pages), Berlinskie dokumenty, including 
6 drawings by the auhor. Text-handwritten. Paris. 5 pages title 
and text in Russian and German. 

4 6 October 1934 "Solomonie la Possedee," from The Possessed (Besnovatye). 
Published in French, 22 pages of text and drawings in India ink, 
3 drawings in colored ink, 2 pages of calligraphic signatures 
#103 rukopisnoye izdanie (Handwritten by author) passed for 
Dr. Stanislav Leopoldovich Kagan. Paris, hardback.  

5 1934 "Volk Samoglot," from Posolon. 12 pages title and text. 
Captions in Russian and French. Handwritten by the author 
including 6 drawings (13 pages). Photo of author. Paris. 

6 29 July 1935 "Upyr," Posolon'. It includes 9 negative-plates, 9 pages of 
manuscript. Paris. Captions in German. 

7 1935 "Zakryla Okna," 5 pages title and text, 2 drawings in ink and 
crayon. 

8  "Arret Fakultatif" 

9  "Dyagilevskie Vechera" 

10 29 July 1935 "Nestorykh Koldun," iz knigi: Pokarnizam. Handwritten, 7 large 
pages. Paris. 
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11 1937 "Pisemsky," Drawings as illustrations to A.F. Pisemsky for 1. 
Liudi 40-kh Godov (3)  2. Massony (1) 3. Tysiacha Dush (2)  
4.Vzbolomuchennoye More (2)  5. Brak po starosti (1)  6. 
Bat'ka (1)  7. 2 colored collages sorte of covers (2) 12 
"planches exemplaires," autographs uniques, Paris. 

12  "Les Cartes des Swedenborg," interpretation of the 36 cards: 
les cartes devinatoires 

13 24 June 1934 "Die Heilige Maus," 9 negative -plates. Paris "Sur les 
Corniches," 9 pages of photocopies 

   
   
   
   
   
   
Alexei Remizov Albums and Supplementary Materials 
 
Box No. 3 
   
Folder No. Dates Description 
  Manuscripts, other materials, miscellaneous items 
 


